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SOFTLY BROKEN LEPTON NUMBERS:AN APPROACH TO MAXIMAL NEUTRINO MIXING�Walter GrimusInstitut für Theoretishe Physik, Universität WienBoltzmanngasse 5, 1090 Wien, Austriae-mail: grimus�doppler.thp.univie.a.atand Luís LavouraUniversidade Ténia de Lisboa, Centro de Físia das Interações FundamentaisInstituto Superior Ténio, 1049-001 Lisboa, Portugale-mail: balio�fif.ist.utl.pt(Reeived Otober 11, 2001)We disuss models where the U(1) symmetries of lepton numbers areresponsible for maximal neutrino mixing. We pay partiular attention toan extension of the Standard Model (SM) with three right-handed neutrinosinglets in whih we require that the three lepton numbers Le, L�, and L�be separately onserved in the Yukawa ouplings, but assume that they aresoftly broken by the Majorana mass matrix MR of the neutrino singlets.In this framework, where lepton-number breaking ours at a sale muhhigher than the eletroweak sale, deviations from family lepton numberonservation are alulable, i.e., �nite, and lepton mixing stems exlusivelyfrom MR. We show that in this framework either maximal atmospherineutrino mixing or maximal solar neutrino mixing or both an be imposedby invoking symmetries. In this way those maximal mixings are stableagainst radiative orretions. The model whih ahieves maximal (or nearlymaximal) solar neutrino mixing assumes that there are two di�erent salesinMR and that the lepton number �L = Le�L��L� is onserved in betweenthem. We work out the di�erene between this model and the onventionalsenario where (approximate) �L invariane is imposed diretly on the massmatrix of the light neutrinos.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St� Presented byW. Grimus at the XXV International Shool of Theoretial Physis �Par-tiles and Astrophysis � Standard Models and Beyond�, Ustro«, Poland, September10�16, 2001. (3719)



3720 W. Grimus, L. Lavoura1. Neutrino masses, mixing and osillationsThe impressive results of the atmospheri [1℄ and solar [2℄ neutrino ex-periments have a natural explanation in terms of neutrino osillations [3,4℄.With respet to solar neutrinos, this point of view was further strengthened� and the possibility of an astrophysial solution [5℄ further weakened �by the �rst results of the SNO experiment [6℄. In this ontext, the LargeMixing Angle (LMA) MSW solution of the solar neutrino de�it [7℄, witha solar mass-squared di�erene �m2� � 5 � 10�5 eV2, is emerging as thefavoured senario [8�13℄; whereas the Small Mixing Angle (SMA) MSW so-lution seems to fade. The LOW solution, with �m2� � 10�7 eV2, also givesa reasonable �t to the solar neutrino data. For the LMA MSW solution thesolar mixing angle � is large, but � = 45Æ is not allowed at 99% CL; for theLOW solution maximal mixing gives a somewhat better �t [12℄. In the aseof atmospheri neutrinos, the �t to the de�it of the muon-neutrino �uxleads to the best-�t values �m2atm = 2:5 � 10�3 eV2 and  = 45Æ [14℄, withthe atmospheri mixing angle  sitting squarely on maximal mixing.In the following we shall onsider exlusively neutrino mixing and os-illations among the known three ative neutrinos. We shall not take intoonsideration the result of the LSND experiment [15℄ whih � when inter-preted in terms of neutrino osillations � leads to a mass-squared di�erene�m2LSND � 1 eV2.Neutrino mixing relates the left-handed neutrino �avour �elds with theneutrino �elds with de�nite mass mj via��L =Xj U�j�jL (� = e; �; �) ; (1)where U is a unitary 3�3 matrix. Plugging Eq. (1) into the harged-urrentLagrangian we obtainLCC = gp2W�� X�=e;�;� �̀�� Xj U�j�jL + h:: (2)Neutrino �avour eigenstates, whih are oherent superpositions of the neu-trino mass eigenstates, are produed and deteted via harged-urrent in-terations suh that the neutrino �avour is de�ned via the harged leptonassoiated with the prodution or detetion proess. It is ruial in thisontext that E2 � m2j , where E is the neutrino energy, holds in any realis-ti experiment. The general formula for the neutrino survival (� = �) andtransition (� 6= �) probabilities is given by [3℄P��!�� �LE� = ������Xj U�jU��j exp ��im2j L2E�������2 ; (3)



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 3721where L denotes the distane in between the neutrino soure and neutrinodetetion points. These probabilities depend on the ratio L=E and on theneutrino mass-squared di�erenes1.In the following we shall use the onvention m1 < m2 for the ordering ofthe neutrino masses. Experimentally we know that �m2� � �m2atm, henewe take �m2� = m22 �m21 to be muh smaller than �m2atm = ��m23 �m21��.We have to distinguish between the two mass spetra m3 > m1 ' m2 andm3 < m1 ' m2. The atmospheri neutrino mixing angle will be denoted by and the solar mixing angle by �.It is an interesting fat that there are no indiations in favour of eletron�neutrino osillations, neither in long baseline [16℄ nor in atmospheri neu-trino experiments [1, 14℄. This leads to the onlusion that Ue3 is small.A three-neutrino �t [17℄ to the CHOOZ, solar, and atmospheri neutrinodata (before SNO) leads to the upper bound jUe3j2 . 0:04. It is instrutiveto explore the limit Ue3 ! 0, where deoupling of solar and atmospherineutrino osillations takes plae [18℄. In this limit, the mixing matrix fa-torizes:U 0 = UatmU� = 0B� 1 0 00 os sin 0 � sin os 1CA0B� os � sin � 0� sin � os � 00 0 1 1CA ; (4)or U = diag (1;�1; 1)U 0 = 0B� os � sin � 0os sin � � os os � � sin sin sin � � sin os � os 1CA : (5)In Eqs. (4) and (5) all unphysial phases have been removed and a speialphase onvention, whih will be used in the following, has been hosen inEq. (5). In this piture one an show that the following transitions arerealized:Ue3 = 0 ) ( solar �s: j�ei ! os j��i � sin j�� i ;atmospheri �s: j��i ! j�� i and j���i ! j��� i : (6)Let us summarize the piture whih emerges from the omparison ofthree-neutrino osillations with the solar and atmospheri neutrino data:1 For n neutrinos there are n � 1 independent mass-squared di�erenes.



3722 W. Grimus, L. Lavoura1. �m2�=�m2atm � 1;2. jUe3j2 � 1;3. � large, but not 45Æ;4.  ' 45Æ.In point 1, the ratio �m2�=�m2atm is of order 10�2 for the LMA MSWsolution, 10�5� 10�4 for the LOW solution.To these four points one ould add the requirement that the neutrinomasses are muh smaller than the harged-lepton masses. One popular wayof satisfying this requirement is given by the see-saw mehanism [19℄, whihwill be adopted in this paper. Conerning points 1�4, it seems di�ult toidentify plausible mehanisms to �explain� them, despite huge e�orts in thisdiretion. In partiular, the feature that atmospheri mixing is maximalwhereas solar mixing is large but not maximal represents a formidable taskfor model building [20℄.In the present paper, whih is based on Ref. [21℄, we disuss the e�ets ofsoftly broken lepton numbers on the question of maximal or large neutrinomixing. We aim at obtaining those mixings from symmetries, in partiularfrom the U(1) invarianes assoiated with lepton numbers. In that way, whenwe are able to enfore (at least some of) the features enumerated above, ourresults will be stable against radiative orretions. We want to stress thatthis is not the ase if �textures� or Ansätze are used for that end.2. Le � L� � L� invarianeIn this setion we want to disuss the well-known [22℄ example of�L � Le �L� �L� invariane of the light-neutrino mass matrix and its on-netion with maximal solar mixing. We do not onsider heavy right-handedsinglets �R in this setion.We need the mass terms for the neutrinosL(�)m = 12�TLC�1M��L + h.. (7)and for the harged leptonsL(`)m = ��̀RM``L + h.. (8)Invariane of the Lagrangian under �L is an abbreviation for having a symme-try group U(1) in the following sense: the three left-handed lepton doublets



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 3723D� and the right-handed singlets `�R are multiplied by ei , e�i , e�i , re-spetively, where  takes on all real numbers. As an obvious onsequenethe mass matries of Eqs. (7) and (8) have the formsM� = 0B� 0 p qp 0 0q 0 0 1CA ; and M` = 0B� Mee 0 00 M�� M��0 M�� M�� 1CA ; (9)respetively. The bi-diagonalization of the M` of Eq. (9) does not hangethe form of the M� of Eq. (9). Therefore, without loss of generality wemay assume that M` is diagonal and positive, and that p and q are real andpositive.The neutrino mass matrix of Eq. (9) has the eigenvalues�1 = m1 = m0 ; �2 = �m2 = �m0 ; �3 = m3 = 0 ;with m0 =pp2 + q2 : (10)Therefore, we obtain the mass-squared di�erenes�m2atm = m20 and �m2� = 0 : (11)Evidently, some small breaking of �L invariane, whether soft or spontaneous,is neessary in order to ahieve �m2� 6= 0.The neutrino mass matrix is diagonalized byV TM�V = diag (m1;m2;m3) ; (12)where the 3� 3 unitary matrix V is determined asV =U diag (1;�i; 1) with U=0B� 1=p2 1=p2 0os =p2 � os =p2 � sin sin =p2 � sin =p2 os 1CA :(13)The main point of this mixing matrix is that it has maximal solar mixing, asa onsequene of the assumption of �L invariane. The atmospheri mixingangle, given byos = rp1 + r2 ; sin = 1p1 + r2 with r = pq ; (14)will be large, if we do not allow for any �ne tuning, but not neessarilylose to 45Æ. Let us estimate the amount of tuning of r for bringing  into agreement with the range obtained from a �t to the atmospheri neu-trino data [14℄:sin2 2 = 4r2(1 + r2)2 > 0:89 (90% CL) ) 0:7 . r . 1:4 : (15)



3724 W. Grimus, L. LavouraThus, the present data allow a rather wide range for r. In addition, one hasto take into aount that the U of Eq. (13) was obtained at a stage where�L was still unbroken. Breaking of the lepton number might move the solarangle � a little away from 45Æ, but no signi�ant orretions to � and  areexpeted.Let us, for instane, onsider a spei� example of soft �L breaking, whereM� of Eq. (9) hanges toM� = 0B� a p qp 0 0q 0 0 1CA : (16)(Models with thisM� have been desribed, for instane, in Ref. [23℄ and inthe referenes therein.) It is easy to hek that�m2atm ' m20 and �m2� ' 2m0a : (17)Without loss of generality we have hosen a > 0. We an express a and thesolar mixing angle by the mass-squared di�erenes:a ' �m2�2p�m2atm and sin2 2� ' 1� 116 � �m2��m2atm�2 : (18)The �rst relation shows that a� p; q, whereas from the seond relation weread o� that, for all pratial purposes, the solar mixing angle remains 45Æeven after �L breaking of the type onsidered in Eq. (16).It is a generi feature of models with approximate �L invariane in themass matrix of the light neutrinos that orretions to � = 45Æ are suppressedby ��m2�=�m2atm�2 [24℄. This is a drawbak in view of the �t to presentsolar data, where a solar mixing angle very lose to 45Æ is disfavoured. Inaddition, in the sheme under disussion atmospheri mixing omes out largebut not neessarily lose to 45Æ. There is no explanation for  ' 45Æ by using�L invariane alone, as in this setion.3. A framework for imposing maximal atmospheriand/or maximal solar mixingIn this setion we shall introdue a framework whih will allow us to im-plement either maximal atmospheri neutrino mixing (Setion 4) or (nearly)maximal solar neutrino mixing (Setion 5) or both (Setion 6). This frame-work is ompletely di�erent from the one disussed in the previous setion.



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 3725We begin with an extension of the Standard Model based on the followingingredients:(i) The lepton setor of the Standard Model with three families, plus threeright-handed singlets �R;(ii) the see-saw mehanism;(iii) nH salar doublets.The see-saw mehanism provides us with a reason why the neutrino massesare muh smaller than the harged-lepton masses. The number nH of Higgsdoublets is arbitrary in this setion.In order to �x the notation we reapitulate the see-saw mehanism. Thesalar doublets and their Vauum Expetation Values (VEVs) are denoted by�j =  '+j'0j ! and 
0 ��'0j �� 0� = vjp2 : (19)The right-handed neutrino singlets have a Majorana mass termLM = 12 �TRC�1M�R�R + h.. ; (20)where MR is symmetri. The Yukawa Lagrangian of the leptons is given byLY = � nHXj=1 h�̀R �'�j ; '0j ���j + ��R �'0j ; �'+j ��ji �L`L !+ h.. (21)From this Lagrangian, we derive the harged-lepton mass matrix M` andthe Dira neutrino mass matrix MD asM` = 1p2Xj v�j�j and MD = 1p2Xj vj�j ; (22)respetively. The Dira and Majorana mass terms for the neutrinos aresummarized in 12 � �TL ; � 0TL �C�1MD+M �L� 0L !+ h..;with MD+M =  0 MTDMD MR ! ; (23)



3726 W. Grimus, L. Lavourawhere � 0L � (�R) = C��TR . The see-saw mehanism gives an e�etive massterm (7) for the light left-handed neutrinos with mass matrix [19℄M� = �MTDM�1R MD : (24)In general the mass matrix of the harged leptons will not be diagonal and,therefore, has to be bi-diagonalized by two unitary matries VR̀ and VL̀ :VR̀yM`VL̀ = diag (me;m�;m� ) : (25)Then we arrive at the neutrino mixing matrix U byVL̀ yV = ei�̂Uei�̂ ; (26)where V is given by Eq. (12), while ei�̂ and ei�̂ are diagonal matries of phasefators. The phases �̂ an be absorbed into the harged-lepton �elds. Thephases �̂, usually alled Majorana phases, are irrelevant for neutrino osilla-tions � although they play an important role in proesses like neutrinolessdouble-beta deay.Shematially, in the see-saw mehanism the mass of a light Majorananeutrino is obtained as m� � (mD� )2=mR, where mD� is a typial sale in theDira neutrino mass matrix MD and mR a typial order of magnitude of theeigenvalues of pM�RMR. Identifying m� with p�m2atm ' 0:05 eV, and mD�with either m� or m� , one obtains the well-known order of magnitude forthe right-handed sale mR � 108�1011 GeV.Having disussed the onventional see-saw extension of the SM we ometo the main point whih de�nes our framework:ASSUMPTION:The lepton numbers Le, L�, and L� are onserved in the LYof Eq. (21), but they are softly broken in the LM of Eq. (20).Note that the Majorana mass term of the right-handed neutrino singlets,LM, has dimension 3; therefore, the breaking of the family lepton numbersis indeed soft. As a onsequene of our assumption, the Yukawa ouplingmatries �j , �j are diagonal. Therefore,(i) VL̀ = 1;(ii) MD is diagonal;(iii) neutrino mixing stems exlusively from MR;



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 3727(iv) family lepton numbers Le;�;� and the total lepton number L = Le +L� +L� are broken at the heavy sale mR, whih is muh higher thanthe eletroweak sale;(v) deviations from lepton number onservation are alulable (�nite).Does the framework introdued by our assumption yield a viable theory,in view of mR being muh larger than the eletroweak (ew) sale? First weremark that the renormalization-group evolution of the oupling matries �j,�j does not indue �avour-hanging elements, one we start with diagonalmatries; this is due to the soft nature of the breaking of the family leptonnumbers. On the other hand, there are strong experimental onstraints [25℄on �� ! e� and on �� ! e�e+e�. In our framework, the branhingratio of the �rst proess is suppressed by 1=m4R, the latter one by eightpowers of Yukawa ouplings (the large sale enters only logarithmially inthis ase) [21℄. Also the branhing ratio for Z ! e��++e+�� is suppressedby 1=m4R [26℄. Therefore, breaking family lepton numbers softly at a veryhigh sale does apparently lead to a sensible theory whih is not in on�itwith experimental results.Within our framework we shall disuss in the forthoming setions threemodels, realizing maximal atmospheri neutrino mixing, maximal solar mix-ing, and bimaximal mixing [27℄, respetively.4. Maximal atmospheri neutrino mixingIt turns out that to enfore maximal atmospheri mixing we need(at least) three salar doublets (nH = 3), and we have to introdue twoZ2 symmetries:Z2 : ��R $ ��R ; D� $ D� ; �R $ �R ; �3 ! ��3 ; (27)the left-handed lepton doublets are denoted by D� ;Z 02 : �R ! ��R ; �R ! ��R ; �2 ! ��2 ; �3 ! ��3 : (28)Fields not appearing in these equations transform trivially. The motivationfor Z2 is quite straightforward. In MR this symmetry leads to(MR)e� = (MR)e� and (MR)�� = (MR)�� : (29)Beause of Z 02, the seond and third salar doublet have no Yukawa ouplingsto the neutrino �elds �R. Therefore, the Dira neutrino mass matrix has theform MD = diag (a; b; b) : (30)



3728 W. Grimus, L. LavouraAs a onsequene, the light-neutrino Majorana mass matrix has the samestruture as MR: M� =0B� x y yy z wy w z 1CA : (31)Maximal atmospheri neutrino mixing and Ue3 = 0 immediately follow fromthis struture ofM� . This struture ofM� in the basis where the harged-lepton mass matrix is diagonal has previously been suggested by severalauthors (e.g. Ref. [28℄). We stress that in our ase this struture results froma symmetry, i.e., we have a model and not just a texture for M� . In thephase onvention used for U of Eq. (5), we obtain the neutrino mixing matrixU = 0B� os � sin � 0sin �=p2 � os �=p2 �1=p2sin �=p2 � os �=p2 1=p2 1CA : (32)One an hek that the solar mixing angle � is expressed by the parametersofM� of Eq. (31) as tan 2� = 2p2 jx�y + y�(z + w)jjz + wj2 � jxj2 : (33)By virtue of the symmetry Z 02, the salar doublets �2;3 ouple only to `R.The non-zero VEV of �3 breaks Z2 invariane in the harged-lepton setoralready at tree level and allows for m� 6= m� ; in the neutrino setor, whereonly �1 ouples, and sine �1 transforms trivially under Z2, this symmetryis valid at the tree level. For details see Ref. [21℄.It is instrutive to reall the symmetries invoked. The three U(1)L�(� = e; �; �) are broken softly at sale mR by LM; the symmetry Z2 �Z 02 isbroken spontaneously, together with the SM gauge group, by the VEVs ofthe three Higgs doublets.In summary, the model of this setion ful�lls the following:(i) The atmospheri mixing angle  is exatly 45Æ;(ii) Ue3 is exatly zero;(iii) the solar mixing angle � is free, but large if one avoids �ne tunings;(iv) �m2�=�m2atm is free; it must be made small by �ne tuning;(v) the see-saw mehanism is responsible for the smallness of the neutrinomasses m1;2;3.For the �rst and seond items the rationale is given by the Z2 symmetrytogether with the softly broken family lepton numbers.



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 37295. Nearly maximal solar neutrino mixingIn this setion we dispense with the disrete symmetries of the previoussetion, and a single Higgs doublet is su�ient. We take up again the ideaof approximate �L = Le � L� � L� invariane, this time implemented in theLM of Eq. (20): we assume that there are two sales mR � �mR in MR suhthat �L is onserved in between2. Thus we have the following piture:ew sale � mR � �mR � Plank (?)sale" " "�L broken Le;�;� broken, Le;�;��L onserved onservedThe individual lepton numbers are softly broken at �mR, but the linear om-bination �L of the individual lepton numbers survives down to mR, where itis also softly broken. De�ning " = mR= �mR � 1, with our implementationof approximate �L invariane the matrix MR has the formMR = 0B� u p=" q="p=" r tq=" t s 1CA ; (34)where u, p, q, r, s, and t are assumed to be all of the order of magnitudemR. Note that sine MD is diagonal, �L is not violated in the Dira neutrinomass matrix. After applying the see-saw formula (24), with some lengthyalgebra we obtain the mass spetrum of the light neutrinos [21℄m1;2 = "m0 � "2m00m3 = m0 + "m00 with m0; m00; m0; m00 � (mD� )2=mR : (35)Note that this mass spetrum is very di�erent from the one obtained inSetion 2, with approximate �L invariane in M� itself, instead of in MR.The two spetra are ompared in �gure 1. It is interesting that the spetrum(35) does not �t into either of the usual ategories �hierarhy� and �invertedhierarhy�, sine it has the propertiesm2 �m1 � 12 (m1 +m2)� m3 : (36)2 An earlier variant of the idea of soft �L breaking by LM is found in Ref. [29℄.
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m3 = 0
m1m2(I) 6

m1m2m3(II)
Fig. 1. Neutrino spetrum (I) shows the inverted hierarhy obtained in the senariodisussed in Setion 2. For omparison, spetrum (II) of the model of Setion 5 isalso depited. The latter spetrum, haraterized by Eq. (36), is neither hierarhialnor of inverse hierarhy.In summary, the harateristi features of this model (for details seeRef. [21℄) are given by�m2atm ' m20 ; �m2��m2atm � "3 ; Ue3 � " ; 1� sin2 2� � "2 : (37)While for the LOW solution of the solar neutrino de�it we estimate, fromthe value of �m2�=�m2atm, " � 1=30, for the LMA MSW solution we have" � 1=4. Thus, in the LMA MSW ase the two sales mR and �mR arerather lose. Conentrating on the LMA MSW solution and using the orderof magnitude estimate for � in Eq. (37) despite of the not very small ",we obtain � � 38Æ. This is not so far from the best-�t value for the solarmixing angle3 of Ref. [12℄, � ' 32Æ. Furthermore, jUe3j2 � "2 might be onthe border of beoming disernible in the data. We want to stress, however,that we have presented here only a rude piture of the situation, sine ratiosof the undetermined onstants in MR of Eq. (34), whih are assumed to beall of similar order of magnitude, enter into the preise version of Eq. (37)(see Ref. [21℄). Conerning the atmospheri mixing angle  , we an onlysay that it must be large but we have no rationale for setting it very loseto 45Æ.As we have seen, in the sheme of soft �L breaking developed here, thesolar mixing angle is not neessarily lose to 45Æ, and Ue3 an deviate ap-preiably from zero. Thus, not only in the neutrino mass spetra but alsoin neutrino mixing, we have striking di�erenes between the senario of thissetion and the one presented in Setion 2.3 This is the value of the �t with a free 8B �ux; the value of the �t where the 8B �uxis restrited by the Solar Standard Model is slightly lower [12℄.



Softly Broken Lepton Numbers : : : 37316. Bimaximal neutrino mixingBimaximal neutrino mixing an be obtained by ombining the models ofSetions 4 and 5. Then, the number of Higgs doublets must again be three,and we must again have the Z2 � Z 02 symmetry in the Lagrangian prior tospontaneous symmetry breaking with, moreover, intermediate �L invarianein MR. In this senario we preserve the good relations 1 � sin2 2� � "2and �m2�=�m2atm � "3, and are additionally rewarded with  = 45Æ andUe3 = 0 at tree level. 7. ConlusionsIn this onferene report we have �rst disussed the senario with ap-proximate �L = Le�L��L� invariane in the mass matrix of the light neutri-nos [22℄. We have then onsidered a novel framework for imposing maximalneutrino mixing, either for atmospheri neutrinos or for solar neutrinos orfor both, whih was introdued in Ref. [21℄. This framework onsists of theSM with three families and three right-handed neutrino singlets with a heavyMajorana mass term with mass matrix MR, suh that the three individuallepton numbers Le;�;� are onserved in the Yukawa ouplings but softly bro-ken by the Majorana mass term of the right-handed singlets. This is a veryinteresting senario where deviations from Le;�;� and from L = Le+L�+L�onservation are alulable and ontrolled by the mass matrix MR. Themass matrix of the harged leptons is automatially diagonal.Within this framework we have imposed di�erent symmetries in order toobtain three di�erent models of neutrino mixing:1. Z2 � Z 02 symmetry: In this ase, where three Higgs doublets are ne-essary, we have obtained an atmospheri mixing angle of 45Æ, Ue3 = 0,and a large but otherwise free solar mixing angle. We want to stressagain that symmetries are responsible for these results, not �textures�or Ansätze.2. Intermediate �L onservation inMR: Here we need only one Higgs dou-blet, but we have two sales in MR suh that at the higher sale theindividual family lepton numbers are broken down softly to the linearombination �L, whih is then broken, also softly, at the lower sale.In this ase the atmospheri mixing angle is free but large in general,whereas the solar mixing angle should be in the range around 44Æ, withthe LOW solution of the solar neutrino de�it, or around 38Æ, with theLMA MSW solution. Also Ue3 an di�er onsiderably from zero.3. Combination of the two symmetries leads to bimaximal mixing withUe3 again vanishing.
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